
 

 

“Women have no power in Burial Rites. The patriarchal society dominates their lives.” To 

what extent do you agree? 

Ulrika Li 

Set against the backdrop of the extremely cold environment of Iceland in the 1800s and an 

intensely patriarchal society, Hannah Kent depicts the authority of men, with few 

exceptions, harshly pervading every aspect of the lives of women, as her historical fiction 

Burial Rites creates “a more ambiguous portrayal” of Agnes Magnusdottir, the last 

murderess to be executed in Iceland. Through the inclusion of Agnes’ narration and the 

subjective historical documents, Kent highlights the vulnerability of women by exposing the 

biased condemnation of the official record as well as the society’s vilification which rules 

Agnes’ life and death. While Kent conveys the voicelessness and conformity of women 

through the unrelenting recollection of Agnes’ journey, her counter-narratives of Toti, 

Margret also reveal to her readers the growing autonomy of individuals and women’s 

capacity to maintain their identities. Nevertheless, through women’s internal strength giving 

htem the capacity to survive in the harsh patriarchal world, Kent allows the reader to see 

the individual worth of some women and their value in the society.  

The manipulation and constant devaluation that the women in Burial Rites must endure is 

an illustration of the society’s oppression that dominates women’s life and death. Judged 

and treated based on their appearances and conformity, such as when the “silver 

button[ed]” Blondal denotes Lauga with “her mother’s blue eyes” and “father’s fair hair”, 

Kent explores the way the authority decides their worth based on falsehood. In addition, 

through the one-dimensional historical documents that vilify Agnes, Kent exposes the 

patriarchal male manipulation of Agnes life to suit their agenda. The evil, judgemental 

nature of Blondal, describing Agnes as a “spinster woman” who is “loose with her morals” 

again demonstrates the absolute manipulative nature of the authority who is able to decide 

Agnes’ worth and reputation. Kent further reinforces the disconnection of the public from 

Agnes in her portrayal of the crowds jeering her “devil”, during her trip to Kornsa. This lack 

of compassion from the society reflects the strong influence of patriarchal ideologies in 

Iceland, condemning women to a position of weakness in the society, thus ultimately pins 

Agnes’ fate to “ill-fortune” and results in the inevitability of her death. 

Despite Kent’s emphasis that society’s repression on women often results in the deprivation 

of women’s dignity, Kent accentuates that women are able to regain their own identities 

and see their autonomy by making morally ambiguous choices. While the patriarchal males 

in power dictated the woman’s name and identity, giving Agnes an “illegitimate” name of 

“Magnusson”, Kent attempts to give back Agnes her voice by urging readers to consider the 

mitigating circumstances in her life and her choice to have sexual encounter with Natan for 

survival. With nowhere to go, Kent forces herself to find sexual salvation in Natan, the 

manipulative man who only regards her as “a cheap sort of woman”. Yet Agnes begins to 

discover the flaw of his character when Natan began to “exploit” and “toyed” with her. Her 

sense of betrayal becomes prominent when she “saw him draw back the covers of Sigga’s 

bed”, thus eventually leading to the tragedy of her murdering Natan. Moreover, Kent invites 

the reader to see the similarity between Gudrun’s passion for revenge and Agnes’ 



 

 

involuntary action in killing her lover Natan. Kent uses a line from the Sagas in the epigraph, 

“I was the worst to the one I loved best”, allowing her readers to sympathise with Agnes’ 

guilt and innocence. By doing so, Kent combats the one-dimensional official records of 

Agnes being “a witch” and “a madwoman”, thus allowing reader to understand the morally 

ambiguous choices that women have to make to survive harsh circumstances, especially for 

powerless servant class women. 

Through the transformations of Toti and Margret, Kent highlights the importance of 

compassion and understanding to individuals and how women are able to empower 

themselves in adversity, regaining their spirituality and internal strength. Juxtaposed with 

Blondal, who waters down Agnes’ existence to the value of a few items at an auction to be 

“sold if a decent offer is presented”, Toti transforms himself from an inexperienced “callow” 

to a man who is first to allow Agnes a voice. Toti’s eventual realisation that perhaps “she 

doesn’t look like a criminal” reaffirms her spiritual worth and hence strengthens Agnes by 

allowing her to remember the value of her existence. Moreover, through the relationship  

formed at Kornsa between Agnes and Margret’s family, Kent allows the reader to realise 

their new form of identity as more courageous women in the patriarchal society. Margret, 

whose lungs suffer in the dirty air and knows that “in good time [she’ll] be dead”, connects 

with Agnes on a new level, understanding her fear that each day could be the last. Similary, 

seeing Agnes as an outsider and “a murderess” at the start of the novel, Steina is “tear-

streaked” and Lauga’s “eyes were red” when they finally acknowledges the immense void 

that Agnes’ absence will leave behind. The eventual offering of Lauga’s brooch symbolises 

the final acceptance of Agnes’ humanity. Through the love and gradual acceptance from Toti 

and Margret, Kent not only enables the reader to see a new sense of belonging and a form 

of dignity to Agnes’ life, but equally attributing a sense of value and importance to women’s 

life, regardless of their power and status in the society.  

While women’s life and their voices are controlled by the powerful men, Kent restores the 

worth and value of women in the form of human bonds and the morally ambiguous choices 

that women made to survive. Through the renewal of Agnes’ life as life-affirming, Kent 

reveals the position in which women today find themselves, with that similar ability of 

Agnes to assert their identities.  


